QUIZ 1 (Global Health)

*Ask the students:* Which country has today the lowest death rate during the 1st year of life (i.e. infant mortality): Singapore, Sweden or Venezuela?
http://tinyurl.com/gapquiz01

QUIZ 2 (Global Health)

*Ask the students:* Which country has the lowest infant mortality today: Nicaragua, Sri Lanka or Turkey?
http://tinyurl.com/gapquiz02

QUIZ 3 (Economic Growth)

*Ask the students:* In which country is the average income per person highest today: Botswana, Egypt or Moldova?
http://tinyurl.com/gapquiz03

QUIZ 4 (HIV/AIDS)

*Ask the students:* In which country do people live the longest on average today: Botswana, Egypt or Moldova?
Do this quiz directly after quiz 3. You can use this quiz to contrast the economic success of Botswana with their HIV/AIDS problems.
http://tinyurl.com/gapquiz04

QUIZ 5 (Population growth)

*Ask the students:* In which country today do women on average marry at the oldest age: Algeria, Canada or the Philippines?
http://tinyurl.com/gapquiz05

QUIZ 6 (Population Growth)

*Ask the students:* Which country has the fewest number of children per woman today: Tunisia, Bangladesh or Argentina?
http://tinyurl.com/gapquiz06

QUIZ 7 (CO2 emissions)

*Ask the students:* Which country emits most tones of CO2 per person today: China, France or USA?
http://tinyurl.com/gapquiz07